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Abstract. This paper introduces the Gait Gate as the first online walk-
through access control system based on multimodal biometric person
verification. Face, gait and height modalities are simultaneously captured
by a single RGB-D sensor and fused at the matching-score level. To
achieve the real-time requirements, mutual subspace method has been
used for the face matcher. An acceptance threshold has been learned
beforehand using data of a set of subjects disjoint from the targets.
The Gait Gate has been evaluated through experiments in actual online
situation. In experiments, 1324 walking sequences have resulted from
the verification of 26 targets. The verification results show an average
computation time of less than 13 ms and an accuracy of 6.08% FAR and
7.21% FRR.

1 Introduction

Biometric authentication systems have been widely deployed in various appli-
cations like security, forensics, surveillance, and entrance, access and boarder
control. These systems rely on the evidence of fingerprints, iris, face, gait, hand
vein, signature, voice, etc. for people verification or identification. Current sys-
tems may be unimodal or multimodal depending on the adopted number of
biometric traits.

From a usability viewpoint, current authentication systems suffer from two
main limitations. First, targets of verification have to pay a dedicated effort to
provide the required biometrics, for example, touching screens or looking at a
camera. Moreover, the time consumed by the overall process increases propor-
tionally with the number of targets because most of the current systems can
only authenticate a single subject at a time. Imagine the queue of a number of
employees waiting for authentication at an entrance-controlled area.

Therefore, there is a need for a biometric authentication system with an in-
creased throughput. Although a contact-less fingerprint scanner [1] and a high-
throughput walk through iris verification system [2] have been recently intro-
duced, the biometric readers in such systems still require a dedicated target’s
effort and can not simultaneously authenticate multiple subjects. Hence, there
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is a high demand for a walk-through access control system that perform authen-
tication without requiring an excessive effort from the targets.

Face and gait are promising modalities for such a walk-through system due to
their effectiveness even if the subject is at a relatively large distance. Although
face recognition has been extensively studied [3, 4], its performance degrades
in uncontrolled situations due to the following reasons: PIE (pose, illumination
and expression) variations [5], significantly low image resolution and occlusion.
Compared to face modality, gait recognition [6] is a relatively new method having
the advantage of being effective even with significantly low-resolution images.
However, it suffers from the variation in views [7, 8], walking speeds [9] and
clothing [10].

To mitigate the limitations of individual face and gait recognition, the two
modalities have been fused [11–15] in multimodal biometric systems. Generally,
fusion of heterogeneous modalities [16–19] can take place at the feature level,
score level, or decision level. In particular, face and gait fusion is a promising
approach because such mdalities can be captured by a single sensor (camera).

Almost all the existing multimodal biometric systems are tested offline with-
out addressing the online requirements of a walk-through system like compu-
tation time and real-environment evaluation. For example, offline systems may
adopt time-consuming approaches for silhouette extraction [15] or face match-
ing [20]. In addition, assuming simple backgrounds [20], such systems are not
evaluated in online real environments.

In this paper, we introduce the first online walk-through access control system
based on multimodal biometric verification named Gait Gate. The proposed
system uses a single RGB-D sensor and combines face, gait and height modalities
at the matching-score level. The contributions of this paper are twofold:

1) Online multimodal biometric verification system using a single RGB-D sen-
sor. The proposed system captures the biometrics during the targets walking,
i.e., no dedicated effort is needed. The system meets the real-time require-
ments of a walk-through access control system.

2) Experimental evaluation in an actual online situation. The experiments have
been performed in an actual environment with no assumption of the back-
ground. Although a gait recognition system aiming at working in an online
situation has been introduced [21], it was not actually tested online.

2 Online Walk-through Verification System

2.1 Overview

An overview of the proposed system is depicted in Fig. 1. The online walk-
through access control system is based on multimodal biometric verification us-
ing a single RGB-D sensor, i.e., Microsoft Kinect v2. The verification target
inputs a claimed ID to the system. Afterwards, the face, gait and height modali-
ties are captured as the target walks in front of the sensor. No excessive effort is
required by the target to provide the biometric traits. The captured modalities
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are matched against that gallery templates associated with the input claimed
ID. Modality fusion is performed at the matching-score level.

Fig. 1. Overview of the proposed wall through access control system. A single RGB-D
sensor is used to extract face, gait and height modalities.

2.2 Pre-processing

RGB color, depth, body index, face, and skeleton frames are processed to extract
the data required for modalities description. The face modality F is described
through the following steps. First, the face region and facial landmark points are
localized in the RGB frame. The facial landmarks are alignment points at the
left eye, right eye, nose, right and left mouth corners. Second, the average depth
of the facial landmarks is computed and assumed to be the depth of the face
template df . Third, the face image is size-normalized to a standard depth ds
using a scaling ratio of (ds/df ). Fourth, the size-normalized image is converted
from RGB color to gray scale. Sequence of the gray-scale size-normalized face
images is regarded as the set of the face modality.

The body index frame indicates which depth pixels belong to tracked sub-
jects. Hence, this frame is processed to extract the 2D silhouette of each subject
and the extracted silhouette is size-normalized into a 88× 128 pixel-sized frame.
A sequence of the size-normalized silhouette frames is used to describe the gait
modality G by the gait energy image (GEI) [22].

The skeleton frame provides the ground plane parameters. Height is com-
puted as the distance between the top point of the 2D body silhouette in camera
space and the ground plane. A sequence of height measurements are then aver-
aged to compute the average height which describes the height modality H.
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2.3 Face Matcher

Given a pair of face sequences Fp and Fg for the probe and gallery respectively,
we use the mutual subspace method (MSM) [23] to calculate the dissimilarity
score between them. MSM is adopted here as it is a powerful and fast set-to-set
matching technique suitable for our target of an online system. In this technique,
face images of the probe set and those of the gallery set are modeled as subspaces
and the similarity measure is calculated as a canonical angle between these two
subspaces.

Stated formally, each face image in the probe/gallery set is unfolded into a
d− dimensional vector in a raster scan way. The set of n face images (xi ∈ Rd)
in a probe/gallery set is modeled as:

X =
[
x1 . . . xn

]
, X ∈ Rd×n. (1)

The X matrix is factorized using singular value decomposition as:

X = UΣV T , (2)

where U and Σ represent the left singular vectors and the singular values re-
spectively. The first k columns of U are then selected by thresholding on the
cumulative sum of the singular values (σi), where k is the minimum value satis-
fying the following equation:∑k

i=0 σi∑n
i=0 σi

≥ threshold. (3)

Let Up and Ug denote the selected subsets of the left singular vector for the
probe and gallery subspaces respectively. The canonical angle between the two
subspaces is calculated as the maximum eigen value σmax of the following matrix
Z:

Z = Ug
TUpUp

TUg. (4)

Finally, the dissimilarity score between the probe and gallery face images is given
by:

SF = 1− σmax. (5)

2.4 Gait Matcher

The GEI of the probe Gp and gallery Gg are represented by:

Gp = {Gp,i}, i = 1 . . . Np

Gg = {Gg,j}, j = 1 . . . Ng,
(6)

where Np and Ng represent the number of periods of the probe and gallery GEIs.
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The dissimilarity score between Gp and Gg is calculated by Euclidean dis-
tance as:

SG = min
i,j
‖Gp,i −Gg,j‖2. (7)

2.5 Height Matcher

Let the top point of the body silhouette at the i-th frame be represented by
(xt,i yt,i zt,i)

T in camera space (which is obtained from a depth map) and
the ground plane by (Ax+By+Cz+D = 0). The height modality is described
as:

H =
1

Nf

Nf∑
i=1

|Axt,i +Byt,i + Czt,i +D|√
A2 +B2 + C2

, (8)

where Nf is the number of silhouette frames for which the ground plane param-
eters have been successfully acquired.

The dissimilarity score between the probe Hp and gallery Hg heights is cal-
culated as the absolute difference:

SH = |Hp −Hg|. (9)

2.6 Fusion Rule

To eliminate subject dependency, matching scores are normalized using Z-score
normalization method before fusion. Let Sx(i, j) be the scores of feature x ∈ {face
(F ), gait (G) , height (H)} between the i-th probe and the j-th gallery. If the
identity claimed by the probe is c, then the normalized scores are given by:

S̄x(i, j) =
Sx(i, j)− µx(c)

σx(c)
, (10)

where µx(c) and σx(c) stand for mean and standard deviation that will be de-
scribed later. These are the subject’s specific normalization parameters associ-
ated with feature x and the the c-th subject.

In this study, Nt gallery templates are registered for each target. Hence, the
minimum score is calculated for each modality as:

S̄xmin
(i) = min

j
S̄x(i, j), j = 1, ..., Nt and x ∈ {F,G,H}. (11)

Given the normalized minimum scores, the fusion score Sfusion is calculated by:

Sfusion = f(S̄Fmin
, S̄Gmin

, S̄Hmin
), (12)

where f(.) is a fusion rule that combines the input scores. The SUM fusion rule
is considered in this work due to its reported robustness [17, 20]. Verification is
performed by comparing the fusion score with an acceptance threshold T .
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2.7 Parameters Learning

The subject’s specific normalization parameters in Eq. (10) are learned prior to
the verification process. Upon registering Nt gallery templates for all targets,
each template of the c-th subject is matched against all the gallery templates.
The mean (µF (c), µG(c), µH(c)) and standard deviation (σF (c), σG(c), σH(c))
of the resulting matching scores for each modality represent the c-th subject’s
specific normalization parameters.

The acceptance threshold T in Sec. 2.6 is also learned beforehand using data
of a set of subjects (validation set) disjoint from the targets. For each subject
in the validation set, a number of templates are registered and matched against
each other. The modalities description, matching scores computation, normal-
ization and fusion are performed using the methods mentioned earlier in Sec.
2. Distribution of the resulting fusion scores are used to learn the threshold T
which nearly achieves equal error rate (EER) of false acceptance rate (FAR) and
false rejection rate (FRR).

2.8 Implementation

The proposed system can simultaneously verify up to Ns subjects in real-time
through multi-threading. A single main thread is assigned for simultaneous
modality extraction of up to Ns tracked subjects. A number of Ns concur-
rent threads are assigned for the verification of each subject. If the modality
sequences of the i-th subject (i = 1, ..., Ns) are extracted, the i-th thread is
called to complete the verification process.

The main thread (Algorithm 1) starts by loading the targets’ gallery tem-
plates, the targets’ normalization parameters and the acceptance threshold. Af-
terwards, the Kinect frames are acquired and processed to extract the face,
silhouette and height sequences for each tracked subject. A silhouette frame
counter C is incremented upon updating the silhouette sequence. Upon collect-
ing Nsf silhouette frames of a subject, the associated verification thread is called,
C is cleared and the main thread is continued.

At the beginning of the verification thread (Algorithm 2), face, gait and
height features of the probe are extraxted using the sequences obtained in Al-
gorithm 1. The extracted features are matched against the associated gallery
templates and the verification process is completed as mentioned earlier.

3 Experiments

3.1 Experimental Setup

The walking scenario is depicted in Fig. 2. A subject starts walking 2m before
the place where we start feature extraction to account for walking acceleration.
Features extraction starts if the subject’s depth is below a threshold which was
experimentally set to 4m to meet the requirements of the Kinect body index
tracking. We implemented our algorithm using C++ and the Kinect SDK and
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Algorithm 1 Main thread of multi-users multi-modal biometric verification
system.

Input: Gallery templates, normalization parameters and acceptance threshold (T ).
Output: Action (A).

Initialize the Kinect sensor.
for Subject do
C[Subject]← 0

end for
for Frame do

Acquire the latest color, depth, body index, skeleton and face frames.
Extract the 2D body silhouette for each subject.
for Subject do

Get ground plane parameters.
Get face bounding box in color space.
Generate a size-normalized face template.
Add the current face image to the face sequence.
Add the current body silhouette to the silhouette sequence.
Compute the height.
Add the current height measurement to the height sequence.
C[subject]← C[subject] + 1.
if C[subject] = Nsf then
R←verification thread.
C[subject]← 0.
if R = Reject then
A = turn on an alarm.

end if
end if

end for
end for

Algorithm 2 Verification thread of the multi-users multi-modal biometric ver-
ification system.

Input: Face, silhouette and height sequences of the probe, gallery data (Fg, Gg, Hg),
normalization parameters (µF (c), µG(c), µH(c), σF (c), σG(c), σH(c)) of the claimed
identity (c) and the acceptance threshold (T ).

Output: Verification result (R).
for X ∈ { F, G , H} do
Xp ← probe’s X-modality sequence.
SX ← X-modality matching (Xp, Xg).
S̄X ← score normalization (SX , µX(c), σX(c)).
S̄Xmin ← MIN(S̄X) over the Nt gallery templates.

end for
Sfusion ← score fusion (S̄Fmin , S̄Gmin , S̄Hmin).
if Sfusion < T then
R = Accept

else
R = Reject

end if
return R
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run on a computer with 4 GHz CPU and 32 GB RAM. The hyper-parameters
are experimentally decided as: Nsf = 30, Ns = 6, Nt = 10 and ds = 1m. The
acceptance threshold T is set to -3.3 according to the description in Sec. 2.7.

Fig. 2. Experimental setup of the walk-through access control system. hc = 2.5m is
the camera height and θc = 25◦ is the camera tilt.

To collect a target’s gallery template, each subject is asked to walk from a
specified starting point to an ending point as shown in Fig. 3.1. This walking
scenario is called here a waking sequence. We collected ten gallery templates for
each subject. Samples from the gallery templates of one walking sequence are
shown in Fig. 3.

To evaluate the proposed system, gallery templates are first collected for each
of the 26 targets (evaluation set). After gallery collection, 1324 sequences have
been collected for the 26 targets across three weeks. Walking sequences have been
collected at different times per day for each subject and the claimed identity has
been selected to equate the number of genuine (accept) and imposter (reject)
claims.

To learn the acceptance threshold in Sec. 2.7, 340 walking sequences have
been collected for the disjoint 10 subjects in the validation set. These sequences
have been collected with a time lapse of 2-3 days/subject to account for the daily
variation in the gait modality.

3.2 Results

The breakdown of the average computation time for the the main (Algorithm
1) and verification (Algorithm 2) threads is reported in Table 1 and Table 2,
respectively. The reported results confirms that thanks to the multi-threading
strategy, the proposed system satisfies the real-time requirements of an online
system due to two reasons. First, the average computation time of the main
thread is 12.21 ms which is far less than the Kinect frame rate (30 fps). Second,
the average time consumed by one verification thread (393.91 ms) is less than
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 3. Sample frames from a gallery walking sequence: a) Color RGB frames b) depth
frames c) body index frames (Note that the Kinect RGB, depth and body index frames
are not synchronized) d) size-normalized face images at ds =1m.
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the time between two calls for the same verification thread thread which is given
by the time required to capture a sequence of 30 silhouette frames (around 1000
ms).

The verification accuracy result is represented by 6.08% FAR and 7.21%
FRR. These values are higher than that reported by offline systems (e.g. [20])
due to the difficulties of an actual online situation in a real environment. Such
difficulties are discussed in the following section.

Table 1. Breakdown of the computation time of the main thread of Algorithm 1.

Component Time (ms)

Kinect frames acquirement 0.07

RGB and depth frames processing 1.42

Height measurement 0.87
Body index frame processing to get 2D silhouette 0.81
Updating the silhouette sequence 0.73
Total Silhouette frame processing 2.41

Face region and facial landmarks detection in RGB space 0.12
Facial landmarks mapping from RGB to depth space 6.54
Average depth computation of the facial landmarks 1.65
Total time for face frame processing 8.31

Total time of a single iteration 12.21

3.3 Discussion

We calculated the FAR and FRR for the results of the evaluation data. The
detection error tradeoff (DET) curve for such data is shown in Fig. 4.

The FAR and FRR values for all subjects in the evaluation set are shown in
Fig. 5. The most obvious failure cases are for subjects with IDs 17, 18 and 19
who are all female subjects. Sample GEI frames for these failure cases from the
falsely rejected results are shown in Fig. 6. On the other hand, results for subject
IDs 15, 22 and 24 represent the most successful cases. Sample GEI frames for
such successful cases from the truly accepted results are shown in Fig. 7.

We hypothesized that the clothes variation associated with female subjects
degrades the accuracy of gait matching. To further confirm our hypothesis, we
plot the average FAR and FRR based on the subjects’ gender in Fig. 5.

4 Conclusions

This paper introduces the Gait Gate as the first online walk-through access con-
trol system based on multimodal biometric verification. Face, gait and height
modalities have been captured using a single RGB-D sensor and fused at the
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Table 2. Breakdown of the computation time of the verification thread of Algorithm
2.

Component Time (ms)

Probe sequences retrieving 0.02

Average height computation and height matching 0.02

Face cropping 0.11
Computing X vector of face frames (Eq. 1) 0.61
Computing SVD of X 50.46
Selecting subset of eigen vectors 0.16
Computing the canonical angle 156.27
Total time for face matching 207.61

GEI computation 171.78
GEI matching 0.33
Total time for gait matching 172.11

Score fusion and saving matching scores to HDD 14.15

Total matching time 393.91

Fig. 4. DET curve for the evaluation data.
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Fig. 5. FAR and FRR for all subjects in the evaluation group. The average FAR and
FRR based on subjects’ gender (male M and female F) is also shown.

matching-score level. The proposed system achieved an average frame rate of 80
fps confirming the real-time requirements. The proposed system has been evalu-
ated in actual online situation through different days/times. The resulting FAR
(6.08% ) and FRR (7.21%) are greatly affected by variation in gait modality
due to the clothing changes. Future work will address the problem of clothing
variation effect on gait matching and the extension to the identification scenario.
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